[The value of bedside lung ultrasound in emergency-plus protocol for the assessment of lung consolidation and atelectasis in critical patients].
To investigate the effect of the bedside lung ultrasound in emergency(BLUE)-plus lung ultrasound protocol on lung consolidation and atelectasis of critical patients. All patients who need to receive mechanical ventilation for more than 48 hours in ICU from June 2010 to December 2011 in Peking Union Medical College Hospital were included in the study. BLUE-plus and BLUE lung ultrasound, bedside X-ray, lung CT examination were performed on all patients at the same time. The condition of lung consolidation and atelectasis discovered by BLUE-plus lung ultrasound protocol was recorded and compared with bedside X-ray or lung CT. The difference in assessment of lung consolidation and atelectasis between BLUE-plus lung ultrasound protocol and BLUE protocol was compared. A total of 78 patients were finally enrolled in the study. The lung CT found 70 cases (89.74%) had different degrees of lung consolidation and atelectasis. The sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic accuracy of lung consolidation and atelectasis by the bedside chest X-ray were 31.29%, 75.00% and 38.46%, respectively. BLUE-plus lung ultrasound protocol found 68 cases with lung consolidation and atelectasis, and its sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy were 95.71%, 87.50% and 94.87%, respectively, which were significantly higher than those of lung CT. BLUE protocol found 48 cases of lung consolidation and atelectasis, and its sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy were 65.71%, 75.00% and 66.67%, respectively. The position of lung consolidation and atelectasis which hadn't been found by BLUE protocol was mainly proved to be located in the basement of lung by lung CT. The incidence of lung consolidation and atelectasis in critical patients who received mechanical ventilation is high. The BLUE-plus lung ultrasound protocol has a relatively higher sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic accuracy for consolidation and atelectasis, which can find majority of consolidation and atelectasis. As BLUE-plus lung ultrasound is a bedside noninvasive method allowing immediate assessment of most lung consolidation and atelectasis, it will be likely the alternative of the CT and play a key role in assessment of lung consolidation and atelectasis.